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Abstract. A certified email protocol, also known as a non-repudiation
protocol, allows a message to be exchanged for an acknowledgement of re-
ception in a fair manner: a sender Alice sends a message to a receiver Bob
if and only if Alice receives a receipt from Bob. In this paper, we present
a novel approach to combine the authorized Diffie-Hellman key agree-
ment protocol with a modified Schnorr signature effectively to construct
our certified email protocol. Our proposed certified email protocol is an
optimistic protocol, with an off-line trusted third party being involved
only when a party cheats or the communication channel is interrupted
during exchange. We also compare our protocol with other optimistic
certified email protocols, and conclude that our certified email protocol
is the most efficient optimistic certified email protocol.

Keywords: Certified Email Protocol, Fair Exchange Protocol, D Opti-
mistic Fair Exchange Protocol.

1 Introduction

We all have the following experience: when a registered letter arrives, we receive
the letter if and only if we have signed an acknowledgement of reception. The
two actions, i.e., signing an acknowledgement and receiving the letter occur
simultaneously. In an electronically connected world, emails are used widely.
Most people prefer emails to snail mails in communicating with others due to
convenience and fast delivery offered by the email. An email system should also
provide the same function as the registered letter that a receiver has to sign an
acknowledgement of reception before a registered email can be read. Unlike the
case of registered letters, the two actions, i.e., signing and receiving, cannot occur
simultaneously in an email system due to its distributed nature. The protocols
used in an email system, or any protocols in general, are asynchronous by nature.
How can we provide the “registered letter” service in a distributed environment?
The answer is the certified email protocol, also known as the non-repudiation
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protocol1. A certified email protocol enables a fair exchange of a message and
an undeniable receipt between two untrusted parties over a network such as the
Internet.

In addition to certified emails, a certified email protocol can also be used in
many other applications. One application is to secure the itinerary of a mobile
agent [39], where a certified email protocol is applied between two adjacent hosts
when a mobile agent passes from one host to the other. The non-deniable message
and receipt offered by a certified email protocol are used to identify the origin of
an attack if the itinerary of the mobile agent is altered. Another application is
to encourage people to share or propagate contents such as self-created movies
or advertisements with others, where a certified email protocol is used to assure
that users who share contents with others would get awards by redeeming the
receipts from content receivers.

Due to its usefulness, the certified email protocol has been studied widely
by the cryptography research community. In fact, the problem addressed by the
certified email protocol is essentially a subset of the problem addressed by the fair
exchange protocol, where the exchanged items are not necessarily restricted to
messages and receipts as in certified email protocols, yet other digital items can
also be exchanged in the fair exchange protocol. For example, both parties can
exchange signatures signed by each individual party in a fair exchange protocol.
As a result, most of the techniques used in fair exchange protocols can also be
used in certified email protocols.

Depending on the availability and setting of a Trusted Third Party (TTP),
fair exchanges can be classified into the following four types: (1) without a TTP,
(2) with an inline TTP, (3) with an online TTP, and (4) with an off-line TTP. For
the first type of fair exchanges, Even and Yacobi [23] proved as early as in 1980
that it is impossible to realize fairness in a deterministic two-party fair exchange
protocol. Existing protocols can provide only partial fairness: computational fair-
ness [18,21,24] or probabilistic fairness [12,27]. These protocols are, however, too
complex and inefficient to be applied in practical applications. For the second
type, the TTP acts as an intermediary between the sender and the receiver, and
the entire message is sent through the TTP [15,16]. An inline TTP can provide
full fairness since all exchanged messages are fully controlled by the TTP. The
TTP, however, may become a performance bottleneck, especially when many
large messages have to forward at the same time. An online TTP is similar to an
inline TTP, where the TTP must be available for the entire lifetime of the ex-
change. In such a setting, the TTP does not need to forward the entire message.
Only the signaling information such as the cryptographic key is processed and
forwarded by the TTP. For the last type, also known as the optimistic protocol,
the TTP is involved only if one of the parties behaves maliciously or the com-
munication channel is interrupted during execution of the exchange protocol.

1 Some researchers [35, 36] think that these two protocols are different. If we do not
consider message’s confidentiality, both protocols can be considered as the same since
they both address the same problem: exchanging a message and a receipt in a fair
manner.
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This property is very desirable and practical in many applications, including
the distributed environment mentioned above. The last type, therefore, has at-
tracted more researchers’ attention than the other three types. Up to now, many
techniques have been proposed to address the fourth type of fair exchanges, such
as the escrow and verifiable escrow scheme [5], the verifiable encryption [10, 1],
the verifiable confirmation of signatures [17], the convertible signatures [11, 28],
the designated verifier proofs [25], the cross validation [37, 38], the gradational
signature [32], the sequential two-party multi-signature scheme [31], the veri-
fiable and recoverable encrypted signature [29], and the verifiably committed
signatures [20].

As mentioned before, most techniques used in a fair exchange protocol can
also be used in a certified email protocol. There also exist many generic certified
email protocols [34, 35, 36], where generic encryption and signature primitives
are used. These generic certified email protocols usually utilize the following
approach: first encrypting a message m by a symmetric encryption scheme, then
encrypting the key used in the symmetric encryption by a public key encryption
scheme with the TTP’s public key, and finally signing the resulting ciphertext by
a signature scheme with the sender Alice’s private key. When the receiver Bob
receives the signature, he first checks validity of the received signature. If it is
valid, he sends a receipt to Alice to indicate that Bob has received the message.
Bob’s interest is protected since if Alice refuses to reveal the exchanged message
m, the TTP Charlie can reveal the message m for him.

The most efficient existing certified email protocol with an off-line TTP is,
to the best of our knowledge, the scheme proposed in [35, 36]. In this paper, we
propose a novel and more efficient certified email protocol with an off-line TTP.
Our scheme uses the technique of authorized key agreement. We believe that we
are the first in applying this technique in a fair exchange protocol.

1.1 Our Contribution

The protocol to be proposed in the paper is a certified email protocol with an
off-line TTP. The major contribution of this paper is that a novel approach is
used to encrypt a message in a certified email protocol. Unlike other certified
email protocols with an off-line TTP, which use the TTP’s public key to encrypt
a randomly selected message encryption key so that the TTP can extract the
message encryption key to reveal the message in the execution of the dispute
protocol, our protocol encrypts a message with a key shared between the sender
and the TTP, yet without involving the TTP during the exchange. The step to
apply a public key encryption scheme to encrypt the message encryption key
used in other certified email protocols is removed in our protocol, resulting in a
more efficient protocol.

The well-known authorized Diffie-Hellman key agreement [19] is used in our
scheme to achieve the goal to share the message encryption key between the
sender and the TTP. Like the protocols proposed in [34,35,36]2, our protocol is
2 Two fair exchange protocols are proposed in [34]. One is with an online TTP, and

the other with an off-line TTP. In this paper, we consider only the off-line protocol.
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fair and optimistic. Compared with the existing certified email protocols [2, 4,
34, 32, 35, 36], our protocol enjoys the following properties:

Fairness: Like other certified email protocols, our protocol guarantees fairness,
i.e., a malicious party cannot gain any advantage over the other party in
exchange of a message and a receipt. Detailed security analysis and discussion
are given in Section 3.

Optimism: Compared to the scheme proposed in [2], the TTP in our protocol
is involved only when one party conducts malicious behaviors or the commu-
nication channel is interrupted during exchange. In other words, our protocol
is an optimistic protocol.

TTP’s Statelessness: The TTP does not need to store any state information
in executing our protocol to deal with disputes between the two parties.

High Performance: Our protocol has the smallest computational and commu-
nicational cost among all certified email protocols. Comparison with typical
existing certified email protocols is given in Section 4.

Note that we do not deal with the subtle issue of timely termination addressed
by [5, 6]. We would like to point out that the techniques used in [5, 6] to deal
with this subtle issue can be added easily to our protocol to resolve this problem.
Furthermore, we assume that there exist reliable channels between the users and
the TTP.

1.2 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 our novel certified
email protocol is described in detail, followed by the discussion of security of
our protocol in Section 3. Comparison of our protocol with the certified email
protocols proposed in schemes in [35, 36] is given in Section 4. We conclude the
paper in Section 5.

2 Our Proposed Protocol

This paper focuses on certified email protocols without considering confiden-
tiality of the message m. Confidentiality can be achieved easily by applying an
encryption scheme to the message m if needed. Before describing our protocol,
we would like to describe a modified Schnorr signature scheme [7] which will be
used in our certified email protocol.

2.1 Modified Schnorr Signature Scheme

The following signature scheme is based on Schnorr signature scheme [40] which
is proved to be secure against the adaptively chosen message attack in the ran-
dom oracle model [14] with the discrete logarithm assumption. It consists of the
following three algorithms: Setup, Sign, and Verify.

Setup. It takes as input a security parameter 1k and outputs a public key
(G, q, g, H(·), y) and a secret key x, where q is a large prime, G is a finite
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cyclic group with the generator g of order q, H(·) is a cryptographic hash
function: {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q , and y = gx ∈ G. M is the domain of messages.
Sign. To sign a message m ∈ M, the following operations are applied: (1) choose

a random r ∈ Z∗
q , (2) compute R = gr ∈ G, and (3) set the signature to be

σ = (R, s), where s = r + xH(m||R||y) mod q.
Verify. To verify a signature σ for message m, the verifier checks gs ?=

RyH(m||R||y) ∈ G. If the equation holds, the signature is valid and outputs
b = 1; otherwise, the signature is invalid and outputs b = 0.

2.2 Our Proposed Protocol

Our certified email protocol consists of the following three sub-protocols: the
setup sub-protocol, the exchange sub-protocol, and the dispute sub-
protocol. Assume that Alice is the sender, Bob is the receiver, and Charlie
is the TTP. We also assume that the public key of the Certification Author-
ity (CA) and the three parties are known to everyone. Let m denote the sent
message and let σB denote the receipt.

Setup Sub-protocol. In our certified email protocol, first choose the system
parameters (q, G, g), where q is a large prime, and G is a gap Diffie-Hellman
(GDH) group3 with the generator g whose order is q. Then Charlie select his
random private key xc ∈ Z∗

q , and computes and publishes the corresponding
public key yc = gxc ∈ G.

Alice also selects her random private key xa ∈ Z∗
q , and computes the corre-

sponding public key ya = gxa ∈ G. But, she registers her public key and her
system parameter with a CA to get her certificate CA which binds her identity
IDA with the corresponding public key (q, G, g, ya).

Exchange Sub-protocol. In this protocol, Alice sends to Bob a message m
with the message description Dscm

4, and receives a receipt from Bob. The

3 We call a finite cyclic group G, with the generator g whose order is prime q, is
a gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) group if the following first problem can be solved in
polynomial time but no p.p.t. algorithm can solve the following second problem with
non-negligible advantage over random guess within polynomial time [30].

Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem. Given (g, ga, gb, gc) ∈ G ∗ G ∗ G ∗ G, decide
whether c = ab ∈ Z∗

q , where a, b, c are three random numbers in Z∗
q . If c = ab ∈ Z∗

q ,
then (g, ga, gb, gc) is a Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) tuple.

Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem. Given (g, ga, gb) ∈ G ∗ G ∗ G, compute
gab ∈ G, where a, b are two random numbers in Z∗

q .

4 The description Dscm will enable a human being to verify a message. A simple
description is the hash value of the message. The actual description depends on the
application. When used in the application to encourage sharing multimedia, Dscm

may be a description of the multimedia content such as its title, creator, etc. We
note that knowledge of the description Dscm does not disclose its message m.
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message description Dscm is used to check if a decrypted message matches its
description. In the following description, (Ek(·), Dk(·)) is a pair of symmetric en-
cryption and decryption operations with the encryption key k. H(·), H1(·) and
H2(·) are cryptographic hash functions.

1. Alice first chooses a random number r ∈R Z∗
q , and computes

R1 = gr ∈ G, R2 = yr
c ∈ G, R′ = H(R2), k = H1(R2),

C = Ek(m), sA = r+xaH2(C||Dscm||IDA||IDB||IDC ||R1||R′||ya) mod q.

Alice then sends (CA, R1, R
′, C, Dscm, sA) to Bob, where CA is Alice’s cer-

tificate obtained with the setup sub-protocol.
2. On receiving (CA, R1, R

′, C, Dscm, sA) from Alice, Bob first validates Alice’s
certificate CA, and then checks if the following equation holds,

gsA
?= R1y

H2(C||Dscm||IDA||IDB||IDC ||R1||R′||ya)
a ∈ G.

If both checks are fine, Bob sends to Alice his signature σB on

(R1, R
′, C, Dscm, sA, IDA, IDB, IDC).

3. Upon receiving σB from Bob, Alice first validates Bob’s signature σB. If
passes, Alice sends R2 to Bob.

4. Upon receiving R2, Bob computes the key k = H1(R2) and uses it to decrypt
the encrypted message C previously received to obtain the wanted message
m = DH1(R2)(C). The decrypted message m is considered as valid if and
only if m does match the message description Dscm previously received. If
he does not receive R2, or R′ �= H(R2), or the decrypted message m does
not match its description Dscm, Bob can invoke the dispute protocol.

Remark 2.1. R1 will be used as a part of the key material in the Diffie-Hellman
key agreement in the dispute protocol to be described later, and R2 is the
resulting key of the Diffie-Hellman key agreement. (R1, sA) is in fact a signature
on (C, R′, Dscm, IDA, IDB, IDC) corresponding to the public key ya obtained
by using the modified Schnorr signature scheme. Bob’s signature σB in Step 2
above can be any type of signature.

Alice can use receipt σB she receives from Bob to prove to another person John
that Bob has received the message m from her with the following procedure:

– Alice sends John (σB , R1, R
′, C, Dscm, sA, CA, IDB, IDC , m, R2)

– John checks whether
• m is consistent with Dscm,
• σB , sA, CA are valid,
• C = EH1(R2)(m),
• R′ = H(R2),
• (g, R1, yc, R2) is a Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) tuple.
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If all the above checks pass, John is convinced that Bob indeed receives the
message m from Alice.

Our protocol uses a gap Diffie-Hellman group. Alice can determine whether
(g, R1, yc, R2) is a DDH tuple or not by using some special algorithms such as
pairing. In some applications, Alice may need to prove only to the TTP that Bob
has received message m, i.e., John is always the TTP. In this case, the protocol
is the same as described above except that the gap Diffie-Hellman group can
be replaced with a finite cyclic group whose CDH problem is computationally
hard5, and we do not need to use gap Diffie-Hellman group’s algorithms such as
pairing to solve the DDH problem. Since the TTP already knows its own secret
key xc, TTP can determine whether (g, R1, yc, R2) is a DDH tuple by checking
whether R2 = Rxc

1 holds.

Dispute Sub-protocol. If Bob has sent his signature σB to Alice but has not
received R2 or the received R2 from Alice is invalid6, he can invoke the dispute
sub-protocol and sends to Charlie (CA, R1, R

′, C, Dscm, IDA, IDB, IDC , sA, σB).
Upon receiving the data from Bob, Charlie performs the following operations:

1. Charlie first validates the received data. This step is the same as the data
validation in Steps 2 and 3 in the exchange sub-protocol. Charlie aborts if
the validation fails. Otherwise, he continues.

2. Charlie computes R2 = Rxc
1 ∈ G, and applies the decryption operation to

obtain the message m(= DH1(R2)(C)). If m does match its description Dscm

and R′ = H(R2), Charlie sends R2 to Bob and σB to Alice.

Remark 2.2. If m does match its description Dscm, or R′ �= H(R2), Alice cannot
use Bob’s receipt to prove to others that Bob has received the message m from
her since the data validation described after Remark 2.1 would fail.

3 Security Discussion

Security of our certified email protocol is analyzed with the following three lem-
mas:

Lemma 3.1. The modified Schnorr signature scheme is secure against the adap-
tively chosen message attack with the discrete logarithm (DL) assumption in
random oracle model and public key substitute attack.

Proof. Compared with the original Schnorr signature scheme [40], the only differ-
ence in the modified Schnorr signature scheme is H(m||R||y) instead of H(m||R).
In random oracle model [14], however, both hash oracles can choose to respond
with the same output to the query to H(m||R||y) on input (m, R, y) and the

5 Note that a gap Diffie-Hellman group is always a CDH-hard group but not vice versa.
6 A received R2 is considered as invalid if the decrypted message m does not match its

description Dscm, or R′ �= H(R2).
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query to H(m||R) on input (m, R). Since the Schnorr signature scheme is proved
to be secure against the adaptively chosen message attack with the DL assump-
tion in random oracle model [33], we conclude that the modified Schnorr sig-
nature scheme is also secure against the adaptively chosen message attack in
random oracle model. According to the security analysis of [7] [Section 5], on
the other hand, the modified Schnorr signature scheme can resist the public key
substitute attack, i.e., there exists only a negligible possibility that a different
public key can be found to satisfy the signature corresponding to a specified
public key.

As a result, we conclude that the lemma holds. ��

Lemma 3.2. Assume that the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assump-
tion holds, and the hash function H2(·) is a secure one-way hash function, then
only Alice and Charlie can deduce the message encryption key k which is used
to encrypt the message m in our certified email protocol.

Proof. According to Lemma 3.1, only Alice can produce a valid signature (R1, σ).
In other words, R1 is guaranteed to be generated by Alice, i.e., no one can
impersonate Alice to send a valid R1. Since the hash function H2(·) is a secure
one-way hash function, the only way to deduce the message encryption key k is
to deduce the value of R2. The CDH assumption implies that it is impossible
to deduce R2 from R1 and ys. Therefore, no one except the person who knows
r or xs can deduce the value of k. This means that only Alice and Charlie can
deduce the message encryption key k. ��

Lemma 3.3. Our certified email protocol can provide fairness.

Proof. Based on the description presented in the above section, when the ex-
change sub-protocol is executed normally, i.e., when Alice and Bob are honest
and the communication channel works, Bob receives the message sent by Alice,
Alice receives a receipt from Bob, and Charlie is not involved. What’s more, if
Alice and Bob are both honest, but the communication channel does not work
during the execution of the exchange sub-protocol; Alice can invoke the dispute
protocol to ask for TTP’s help to complete the exchange. Therefore, fairness
holds in these two cases. In other cases, we are going to show that our proposed
protocol can also provide fairness, i.e., Alice and Bob cannot take advantage over
the other in the process of execution of our protocol even if he or she behaves
maliciously. Those cases are classified into the following three cases: (1) Alice is
honest, but Bob is malicious; (2) Bob is honest, but Alice is malicious, and (3)
Alice and Bob are both malicious.

Case 1: Alice is honest, but Bob is malicious. In this case, Bob aims to obtain
the message m without sending his valid receipt σB to Alice. In our certified
email protocol, Bob may cheat in Step 2 of the exchange sub-protocol by
not sending his valid receipt to Alice. According to our protocol, however,
Alice will not send the value R2 to Bob in this situation. Bob can obtain R2
from Charlie by executing the dispute sub-protocol. But in this case, he
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has to send his valid receipt to Charlie before Charlie forwards R2 to Alice.
Charlie also forwards the receipt to Alice in the dispute sub-protocol.
Furthermore, according to Lemma 3.1, only Alice can generate a valid sig-
nature (R1, σ). In conclusion, if Bob wants to receive m, he has to send his
valid receipt to Alice, directly or indirectly. Our protocol can provide fairness
in this case.

Case 2: Bob is honest, but Alice is malicious. In this case, Alice aims to obtain
Bob’s receipt σB without sending the message m to Bob, or to make Charlie
abort in dispute sub-protocol. In our protocol, Alice may cheat in two
steps: Step 1 and Step 3 of the exchange sub-protocol. In the former one,
if Alice does not send the authorized data7 (CA, R1, R

′, Dscm, sA) to Bob,
Bob will not send his valid receipt to Alice. On the other hand, if Alice does
not send the right8 (R1, R

′) to Bob, but Bob would send the valid receipt to
Alice. Alice cannot use the received receipt from Bob to prove to others that
Bob has received the right message m from her, which means the receipt
Alice received is useless. Therefore Alice has to send the authorized and
right (CA, R1, R

′, Dscm, sA) to Bob in this step. In the latter one, if Alice
sends invalid R2 to Bob or does not sends R2 to Bob, Bob can invoke the
dispute sub-protocol to get m. If the received message m does not match its
description, the receipt Alice obtains from Bob is useless since she cannot
prove to others that Bob has received the right message m from her. In
conclusion, our protocol can provide fairness in this case too.

As a result, we finish our proof. ��

4 Efficiency

In this section, we compare our proposed protocol with others. To the best of our
knowledge, all the existing optimistic certified email protocols are based on pub-
lic key cryptography technologies. Public key cryptography takes much longer
time than symmetric key cryptography or secure hash functions. In public key
cryptography, the most time-consuming operation is the modular exponentiation
calculation. In fact, the ratio of the time taken for a modular exponentiation
operation to the time taken for a single modular multiplication is linearly pro-
portional to the exponent’s bit length [8]. As a result, we ignore single modular
multiplications and other non-public key cryptography algorithms such as sym-
metric encryption, symmetric decryption, and hash function in our theoretical
analysis of our protocol’s efficiency and comparison with other certified email
protocols.

To the best of our knowledge, the two protocols proposed by Wang [35,36] are
the most efficient certified email protocols previously proposed with an off-line
TTP. One protocol is based on the ElGamal scheme [22] and the Schnorr scheme

7 Authorized data means others can make sure that the data is from Alice.
8 Right means Charlie and Alice would result in the same symmetric encryption key

k, and R′ = H(R2).
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Table 1. Comparison of time cost of our proposed protocol with Wang’s

Wan05a Wan05b Ours
Step 1 of Exchange 3EXP 1EXPRSA + 1EVRSA 2EXP

Step 2 of Exchange 2EXP + 1SGNB
a 1EVRSA + 1SGNB 2EXP + 1SGNB

Step 3 of Exchange 1V ERB
b 1V ERB 1V ERB

Total of 5EXP+ 1EXPRSA + 2EVRSA+ 4EXP+
Exchange 1SGNB + 1V ERB 1SGNB + 1V ERB 1SGNB + 1V ERB

Prove to Other 2EXP 1EVRSA 1Pairingc (or 1EXP d)
Dispute 3EXP + 1V ERB 1EXPRSA + 1EVRSA + 1V ERB 3EXP + 1V ERB

a Time taken by Bob’s signature algorithm.
b Time taken by Bob’s verfication algorithm.
c Time taken by a pairing computation.
d In this case, Alice can only prove to Charlie.

[40] (denoted as Wan05a). The other is based on RSA (denoted as Wan05b). As
a result, our protocol is compared with only these two protocols in efficiency
comparison. We use EXP to denote the time taken by one modular exponen-
tiation operation that ElGamal encryption scheme or the Schnorr scheme need.
EXPRSA denotes the time taken by one modular exponentiation operation that
RSA signature or RSA decryption needs, and EVRSA denotes the time taken by
one modular exponentiation operation that RSA verification or RSA encryption
needs. We assume that our proposed protocol uses the same group G as the
group in Wan05a, no matter it is a multiplication group of a finite field or a finite
rational point group over an elliptic curve.

Table 1 shows the time cost of our proposed protocol as well as Wang’s pro-
tocols. The time costs in the setup phase and the certificate verification process
are ignored. From the table, our protocol saves one modular exponentiation op-
eration in the exchange sub-protocol as compared with Wan05a. If Alice needs
to prove to only the TTP that she has sent the message m to Bob, one protocol
saves one modular exponentiation operation in the proving process. If Alice needs
to prove to others, then our protocol needs one pairing operation, which is typi-
cally slower than the two modular exponentiation operations needed in Wan05a.
Comparison of our protocol with Wan05b is more complex due to different public
key cryptography systems used in the two protocols. Wan05b uses RSA. ElGa-
mal encryption scheme and the Schnorr signature scheme used in Wan05a and
ours are based discrete logarithm problem, and, as a result, can take the advan-
tage of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) which uses much shorter keys than,
and therefore much faster than RSA for the same security level. For example
in [41]: RSA with 2048 bits of key length has the same security level as ECC
with 224 bits of key length, and ECC-224 is 7.8 times faster than RSA-2048 in
full length modular exponentiation. Therefore, our protocol is also much more
efficient than Wan05b. In conclusion, our protocol is more efficient than both
Wan05a and Wan05b, the two most efficient certified email protocols with off-line
TTP.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel approach to construct a certified email proto-
col. This new approach is based on the authorized Diffie-Hellman key agreement.
Our proposed protocol is the most efficient certified email protocol among all the
existing certified email schemes in terms of the number of exponentiations and
communication data. Due to its efficiency, our certified email protocol is very
suitable for applications in a distributed environment.
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